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Linguists are nalT to th3 field of reading; so newr, in fact, that

Harold Allents Readings in Applied English Linguistics (I), published in

1958, contained no arUcle on linguistic applications to the teaching of

treading, and the 1961' N.S.q.E. Develop.rient In ?nd Th:ough

Reading (2), contained no article on'linguistics. Froa this standpoint, it
tt)

would be preziatare--and a little foolhardyto condemn the linguists or therm4

CI basis of todayts efforts in reading. It night be doubly foolhardy in view

of the slow progress and the limited knowledge about reading that the read-
r..4

ing specialists have contributed. Hence, our purpose in this article is to(2)

::) analyze and conpare, to see where the main-stream of reading teaching and

a' ths3 linguists might agree or differ, to cziticize either where they deserve

critic..sm, andnvbe even to offer some consc:Iu:t!..---2 co T lioni.z.



SOME LINGUISTIC PRINCIPLES

As with members of any young science, linguists are not in agreement

about the specifics of their field. For example, ask several linguists

how many simple vowels there are in English, and you may got answers

varying from eight to tyelve. On the other hand, there are certailz reneral

principles about which linaists are in agrecrr.ent. Let's examine four of

the major ones yhich have implications for the teaching of reading.

First is the oft rzipeated point: speech is the language; print is only

the representation of language. This principle is not a vale judgment,

indicating that the spoken word is better or mre important than the printed

word, flax js it a quibble, trying to establish arbitrary and insignificant

definitions. I know, as you do, that a few reading specialists have been

telling as fur years that print is "talk Irrdtten down," but the linguists'

point goes deeper; it is analogous to the number/nmeral distinction in math.

As educated adults, engulfed in print, we too often behave as if me

believe the reverse to be true, as if the spoken word were the representa-

tion of print. Otherwise how cuali we have nelcspaoer columns like Sid

HarTis! written about a spelling-based pronunciation--"there is no 'pair'

in 'irreparable,'" "... no 'spite' in 'respite,'" etc., etc.? Or how could

we talk about "silent letters"? (Aren't they all?) Or hoer could we talk

about the "true" meaning of a word?

A second principle from linguistics is the point that language is

systematic; it is not haphazard or random. Because it is structured,

language can b e studied in a systematic fashion. The linguist usually

approaches the language in terms of three levels of analysis: phonological,

morp3-,1)gicell and syntael.



Let's consider just a few subpoints from this principle. In terms of

phonology, the linguist points out that English. is an alphabetic language as

.opposed to being pictographic or logographic. In reference to this feature,

reading specialists hp.--re cafielessly called our language "phonetic," but in
essence both linguists and reading specialists are talking about the corres-

pondence bet-men sz,rmbol and sound, whether this relationship is called

"grapheme-phoncrae correspondence" or "letter-sound association." The degree

to which this correspondence approacht:s identity il be discussed later.

A second subpoint, as the linguist discusses morphology and syntax,

relates to his meaning of "yrteaning." Most often, ±hen a linguist discusses
'lmeaning" he is referring to structural meaning, not lexical or semantic

meaning. For example, he might be concerned, in the case of the -s morpheme,

with its "meaning" .3.s a clue, elm with syntax, to the identification of a
noun.

A third important principle, and one which some reading programs violate

thoroughly, is that language is habitual. That is, one develops skill in a .

language by operating within it, not by talking about it or by learning rules
that supposedly codify it.

. Finally, we are told by linguists that the typical school-age child has
already mastered the sounds and basic sentence patterns of his native
language. This has been researched by people like Hunt (3), Strickland (4),
O'Donnell. CS), and Loban (6). In fact, Loban,followed children from kinder-

garten through grade six and found "Not basic sentence pattern but that is
done to achieve flexibility within pattern proves to be a measure of pro-

.- ficiency with language at this level" (6, p. 88). In other iaords, younger

ert. trI iiffcrent patterns that oldE USE d, the
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difference being that the younger children did not handle as many combinations

at the same time.

Ile have briefly outlined four major principles on which linguists seem

to agree. I think we would find it difficult to argue with any one of them.

The critical act, however, is the application of these principles to the

teaching of reading. Since some linguists have put themselves in the position
of becoming amateur reading specialists, it behooves the reading specialist

to become an araateur linguist. Now is the time for both parties to do their

homework. In That ways has the linguist ignored -what we know about reading.-

or failed to apply his olin principles to the teaching of reading; in what

ways has try reading specialist ignored what the linguist has shown him about

languageor failed to apply existing knowledge aboeit the teaching of reading?

Letts take a look at both.

In the typical basal reading program we find pupil books, teacher guides,

and workbooks. Linguistic progreasconsidering Verrill (7) S.R.A. (8),

and Harper (9), as a sampleessentially follow this format.
The Merrill program by Fries begins with an alphabet book, 'which takes

children from the level of visual discrimination to letter names to sequence

of letters in the alphabet. The preprimers are designed to develop mastery
of five simple vowels as represented by their common spelling in a one

syllable word. These are the "short" vowels to the reading teacher, or the
vowel phonemes heard in pit, E.21, pat, pot, and putt.

Content of these linguistic materials differs in several respects from
the typical basal readers. Instead of the "vocabulary control" of the basal
reader, designed to pro-iride frequent repetition of amnion words and a paced
introduction of new wore -- 4.-.!-: lirFuittic readers provie_ .. '1k Li, ii L.! ::.iii, IX:



called a "phonemic control." These differences in viewpoint lead to obvious

difference6 in story content in the initial bo6ks: the basal readers are

about familiar situations, -written with a limited vocabulary. The story

line is carried by picture and oral context presented by the teacher. The

linguistic books sacrifice story line for phonemic control to arrive at

"The cat can bat the pan" (7), "Nan ran to fan the man" (8), or "Pud in the

mud" (9).

Linguists hope to develop grapheme-.phoneme associations for the simple

vowels inductively through exposure to consistently patterned cords. The

words are introduced prior to the reading lesson, usually through a "spell-
and-tell" technique' (7, 8) or with the quiz-game approach of Ginn (9).

Harper also uses directions such as havirg children find a new word. spoken

by the teacher by picking the printed wordcard "with the most letters in it."
Basal readers begin with emphasis on con.sonants. The linpist's

emphasis on vouels may remind us of some synth tic phonics programs, but I

would not classify them in the same camp for two reasons: first, the lin-
guist is developing the vowel generalization in whole words, not in isolation

(all three programs admonish the teacher against isolating sounds); secondly,

all three linguistic programs appear to recognize the value of consonant

letters. While S.R.A. and Merrill seem to assume an autocratic association

for the consonants, Harper is specific in stating as the "... primary
objective in the prepriraer stage--mastery of initial consonant letters in
relation to initial consonant sounds" (9; p. 22), and in providing a few

suggestions to help accomplish this association.

In teaching the graphonic units--the "word families"--and in placing
fs7nnhP qi S on words to be read, linguists ' -Wicti, they

..Yeee,,,vramalet.revt vivovainvisq
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consider word attack skills to be. Children are expected to use spelling or

to recognize the known graphonic unit in an unknown word and then to unlock

that word through substitution.

While we can categorically reject a spelling approach to reading, sub-

stitution exercises are contained in most basal readers. Here we must con-

sider why. In a good basal reader, substitution of consonants in known words

should be used to apply and to strengthen the consonant letter-sound associa-

tions. In other words, it is a practice activity. Anyone who thinks he is

developing a method lihereby children can attack new words independently is

misled. For example, after giving a test of nonsense syllables, C-V-C

pattern, to first graders, I made it a practice to talk with them about a

few examples. I put g-o-p, on the board, asked what they would call it, and
then asked how- they knew it was "gop." In classes ,:here a synthetic program

was used, children answered with the rule. In no class, however, did they

suggest that it was like top, hop, etc., even though, in one first grade

classroom, Hop on Pop was on the chalkrail just under the written syllable.

Substitution is not a skill that leads to independence in word attack.

Elmphasis on considerable oral readingto relate print to talk--is not
new to users of basal programs at the first grade level. However, the

linguist has added direction or purpose to this reading with his effort to

bring to a conscious level the child's control over the supra.segmental

phonemes--pitch, stress, and juncture. This is important, and this is that

the good first grade teacher does intuitively when she says, "No, Johnny,

you didn't read that; you just said the words. Now read it the way you

. would talk if you were Jack." The good first grade teacher does not accept

"saying the right words" .tc,r ree.dj.ng. Yet a .conflict the'

6



linguists in that they want skill in the suprasegmental phonemes, but they do

not want children to use semantic context in reading at this level. How can

children--or anyone, for that matterarrive at proper pitch and stress levels

without using the context of what they are reading? Perhaps this is why, in

S.R.A., after one try for expression: the teacher is told to forget it be-

. cause "This is not the time to develop intonation of . . expression." (8)

The use of oral and picture context is also avoided in all three pro-

. grains. In fact, Merrill has no pictures at all, S.R.A. has "decorations,"

and the Harper series has pictures libich avoid giving clues to sentence

meaning.

Users of basal readers are accustomed--rightly or notto teacher guides

which are thorough in their directions and suggestions. The linguistic pro-

grams are much more limited in this respect. S.R.A. is particularly limited

in suggestions, where directions for levels B through F indicate little more

than the fact that these books are a continuation of the "word learning" in

patterns as established in the guide for level A.

Suggestions for interpretative skills through discussion are practically

non-existent. Either the teacher is merely encouraged to develop a few good

questions for discussion (7), or a.series of factual questions are provided.

'While the lack of guidance for interpretation relates in part to the nonsen-

sical content (What can one discuss about "Nan ran a tan van"?), another

aspect of the problem reflects the linguists! particular understanding of

the act. of reading.

WHAT IS READING:

C. C. Fries stuns it lip very 140.1 for the linguists when he says that

"Learningto read, therefore, means developing a considerable range of



habitual responses to a specific set of patterns of graphic shapes. The

teaching of beginning reading to children of four or five must be conceived

not in terms of imparting knowledge, but in terms of opportunities fo'r

practice." (10, p. 121)

Fries then izrites about the three levels of reading development, a

discussion which was ppraphrased eld expanded by Walcutt (11). The first

level Fries calls the "transfer" stage, where the child learns to transfer

front the auditory signs to the visual.signs for the language signals. This

is not reading in my opinion; it is nothing more than making appropriate

noises in response to printed symbols.

The second stage is one in which conscious effort is no longer required

for transfer, and the3uprasegmente.ls are handled appropriately. This is the

level that Flesch had supposedly achieved in his famous reading of a Czech

newspaperfluent oral reading with no understanding.

The third stage is the point at which one can use reading as a means

for acquiring ideas or experiences.

Credit must be given to Fries for a straightforward definition. 11e

won't take the time for definitions by reading specialists because they

would probably represent my reading at Fries' second stage of competence;

most such definitions have become so involved that they make the teaching

of reading sound like a receptacle for all mental processes.

I can accept the three stages of Fries' definition as one sequence

required for the act of reading, i.e., at any level, one converts the

printed symbol to the spoken language he knows and thinks with. But unless

he reaches the level of meaning in the process, I could not accept the act

as e...:,,a'Ling."



To clarify this point, let's consider an analogy in the definition of
sound: this phenomenon is the result of (1) some thing vibrating, (2) the

vibration setting 14_ shock waves in the air, and (3) these waves stimulating

a receiving drum into sympathetic vibration which is converted to "sound "=

through electrical or nerve impulses. If a tuning fork is vibrated within a

vacuum jar, there is no llsoundll because there is no air to be stimulated.

Then we can consider the old question: if a shell, with a sound radius of

ten miles, explodes in a desert with no living creature vithin fifty miles,

is there sound? Obviously the vibration sets off shock waves in the air,

- but our third element is missing: there is no receiver to convert the shock

waves into "sound" before the waves are dissipated.

By the same token, the act we call "reading" must have its three ele-

ments: (1) the printed symbol (2) must be converted to the sounds represented

by the symbols (vocally or subvocally), and (3) these sounds must be inter-

preted as meaningful utterances. I've never tried it, but conceivably a

parrot could be taught to respond to a few printed symbols in terms of

appropriate sounds. Would the linguist accept this as reading at the first

stage?

You might wonder why all this to.-do about a definition. We might be

kind and say. the definition is not really that import .nt. However, I believe

the definition is crucial: its implications can mean success or failure for

many children in learning to "read', either by my definition or in learning

to read at the third stage of the definition of Fries.

WHAT DO Ira% KNOW ABOUT TEACHING RE.A.DING?

We know that in traditional reading programs-we are wasting much time

at the early stages of reading. AL the readiness level, we een

- 9



concerned about experiences to provide referents for words to be read; we

have been concerned about vocabulary development, about mental age, vision,

and gross auditory and visual discrimination. In other words, we have greatly

underestimated five-year-olds (12, 13). We have underestimated them in terms

of their mastery of the language, the extent of their vocabularies and expe.

riences, the physical development of their visual mechanism, and their dis»

criminating abilities. Furthermore, in agreement with linguists, reading

readiness is not learning to "read pictures" or to see differences between

one-eared and two-eared rabbits. Reading readiness hes to do with printed

letters and with the sounds in spoken -words.

Use of the alphabet by linguist?, however, is neither adequate nor

completely appropriate. Children do not need to know the alphabet in

sequence in order to read; they need this only when they want to locate a

word in an alphabetical list, such as a dictionary. (Fries recognizes this

point in his professional book in, p. 1247 but ignores it in his reading
Obd. INS

program.) Fitrthermore, children do need to distinguish letter forms from

one another, but they do not need to be drilled on letter names. In fact,

there is some evidence that knowledge of letter names interferes with word

attack. This point was investigated 'by Mehl (14), who found that children

who had learned letter names had to pass through the stage of naming the

letter before using the sound normally associated with that letter. The

important letter skill at the pre-reading stage is the development of sound

associations for the consonants, i.e., establishing the habit of reacting

to the initial consonant b as representing he sound heard at the beginning

of "bat."

Another feature of le:acing re.-';ness ignored by the linvist to

do with the use of oral context. Children can be made aware of this skill

6°10"



which they already possess at the oral level, and they can be prepared to

transfer it to printed context, snot as a means of guessing a word, but as a.

tool, along with the consonant letter-sound associations, to identify

printed wards.

The linguist& emphasis on vowels instead of consonant letter-sound

associations at the initial stage is soraewhat strange. Admittedly, vowels

are the most fascinating because they are so inconsistent, but consonants

provide the backbone of our printed language. They outnumber vowels almost,

two to one, aid, because they are the most consistent, they are easiest to

develop sound associations for. Of course, if context is not to be used, the

reader must also have associations for vowels, and the graphemes must be

carefully controlled in en artific.lial language as the linguist controls them,

or the reader is comphtely lost. And herein lies a two-fold danger for the

future. The vowel generalizations that are developed hold true only 60 to

70% of thetime according to Clymer (1S) and Burrows (16). In an analysis

of Fitzgexald.is 2650 basic words; .this writer found 125 different letter--

sound combinations for the 15 vowel sounds,, The most frequently occurring

vowel sound was /aj, which represented twenty-five percent of the vowel

sounds. This sound, of course is represented by any of the five vowels and

by fifteen other combinations of these five letters.

Earna (17), in his extensive computer study of 17,000 words, reported

that grapheme-phoneme correspondence was 84% consistent when the words were

analyzed phoneme bey phoneme. However, it terms of thole words, he found

that.the language was only 49% consistent. Worse, these reports of the

inconsistencies of the vowel representations do not take frequency of use

int,o cot sideration. It de It lake a 11.11t4u2.01., -t,o re ze that the most

.



frequently used words in ovr language are the structure words, and that these
also contain the racist irregular vowel representations. For example, the

first five irregular words in S.R.A., and among the first ten in Merrill,

are the five most frequently used v7ords in Ebglish: I, and, the, a, to.
These five words make up about 18% of the running words in written English
Does it help the child for us to indicate these necessary non-conformists as
"circle words" or "box words' as Merrill ani S.R.A. do? We might question

the 'wisdom of enphasis on so blunt a tool as vowels when context and con-

sonants can get children into meaningful materials sooner and easier.

Our on experience in comparing first graders in two school systems

suggests a second weakness in a program .emphasizing vowels (18). Reading

achievement tests were administered at the end of first grade in the two

comparable districts. One district had a basal reader plus a phonics pro-a
a

gram emphasizing vowels in first grade; the other used only a basal reader

emphasizing context and consonants. A significant difference in total
achievement favored the district not teaching vowels, despite the fact that
these children were slightly lower in aptitude. Most interesting was the
fact that the entire difference in achievement was reflected in one subtest
the test of reading co prehension.

Another question about this emphasis on phonemic control is the effect

initial consistency can have when children get to the natural language with

its inconsistencies. :Levin (19) has suggested that children introduced to
consistent patterns initially seem to develop a "mind-set" for consistency

and to have more difficulty with the inconsistencies later than do children
i who faced up to their natural language from the start. Fry (20) also raised

luzlizt qu :stion in conjunct:.... with 1:17;t.

- 12 -



Of course, this -whole eapha.sis on vowels and phonemic control gets us

back again to that difference in definition. Are we interested in reading

as making appropriate noises) or are we interested in reading as a form of
communication?

If we consider how children learn to recognize words, it is also

doubtful that we would begin by emphasizing the vowel in its position as the
middle letter in a trigram,-, in a study of cues .used by children in recogniz-

ing words, Narchhanks and Levin (21) found that the first letter was used

most often, then the last, then middle letters, and finally configuration.
Again the point is made that initial consonants offer a more valuable aid

than do the vowels, which are most often the medial letters.

Consistent with their definition, too, is the linguists' emphasis on

learning words. True, as Fries (22) points out, the linguist "is not 'word-

centered' in his approach" by being concerned about how many words a child
Imows the meaning of) as many teachers of reading seem to be. But that is
not the only way in which reading can be word-centered. Unfortunately, many

basal reading programs, emphasizing "word banks" and the like, are just as
guilty of implying that reading is merely the accumulation of words. Reading

is a sill, not an. exercise in memorizing words. The way we introduce new.

words to children reveals our view of reading. Do we introduce new words by

building" all kinds of meaning for those words, so children will remember them

when they come to those words in their reading? If so, then "reading" is
"learning words." Do we list patterns of words and tell children what those
words are? Then too, "reading" is "learning words." Or do we introduce the

word in context, remind children to use the other wards in the sentence and
only as many consonant letters as they need to identify Li_z. Then

- 13 -



reading is a skill, and the words are introduced in order to review the

skill, not to teach the words. In fact, I feel that the child who doesn't

remember the new word after it has been introduced may have an advantage

because, when he comes to it in his reading, he has still anoth& opportunity

to practice this skill that we are trying to teach--a skill that will make

him independent of "introducers" of new words.

It would seem that elimination of the use of context and the concomitant

removal of clues to the suprasegmentals effectively reduces the act of read-

ing to the reciting of words. This forces an additional handicap on the

child: Goodman (23) found that children at first grade level could identify

in context two-thirds of the words they did not know when those words were

presented in list form. If we ignore c ontext, and therefore also lose clues

to the suprasegmentals, we might just as well consider the words in a running

text as a horizontal word list.

The sacrifice of pitch, stress, and juncture to the artificial language

of the linguists has been criticized by Lefevre (24), who considers the

structural and intonational clues as the most valuable aids to reading.

However, to capitalize on the suprasegaentals in the manner of Ieevre

results in what amounts to a whole-sentence sight approach, with remedial

. phonics for those who don't learn to read without teaching (25, p. 6).

To get to a positive view, we have been living with too many "either -or"

choices. We don't really have to make a choice between letter-by-letter

phonics or whole-word reading as Rystran implies (26);.nor do we have to

choose between linguistic readers or basal ieaders. Linguistics is not a

method of teaching reading; it is a field of study from which we should be

able draw, just as we have dra-.-aL fieia th: field of psychology. We should

711.01.*.



be seeking communication between the two fields, not replacement of one

with the other.

Our language is made up of phonemes, combined as morphemes, which are

then woven into various syntactical patterns to express ideas. Even though

the smallest units of the language ate represented by graphemes, the reader

does not need to piece together blindly the phonemes represented, without

the aid of clues from a higher level of organiz ation. Structural meaning, in

the linguist's sense, is a contextual clue that reading teachers have ne-

glected, if not completely ignored. This does not imply that structural

meaning must replace semantic meaning; it is more likely a precursor of the

latter.

The linguist has also provided the reading teacher with a clearer

understanding of the supraseguentals, although the linguist doesn't practice

his knowledge at beginning levels of reading because of his insistence upon

avoiding context:.

As reported earlier, linguists have indicated that c.b_ildren have

klarqrart discusses metre fact- that

of Marqart (2 ?), one finds little concern among linguists about the differ

ences between spot:en and written language.

-

masu xeredthe basic sentence patterns by age five. Yet, with the eception

a am

conversation and "spoken prose" have quite different intonation patterns.

We might go a step further with Smi llie (28) and note that spoken language

of any kind is quite different from the print$ text. A look at Strickland is

transcriptions (4) indicates that spoken language is non-linear, changing

direction and including mazes, non-sentences, interjections, repetitions,

. and so on. The printed word is linear and proceeds in an orderly

Cm. : wren. need not only 1,1:sir mastery of spoken lano.uz,e; the' need a famil-

. iarity with the patterns of printed language. Teachers of reading have been

2.5



working on this point for years by saying to parents, ttRead to your child."

Nor the linguist has given them a scientific reason for having parents read

to their children.

Good reading. teachers have felt the importance of relating the child's

first reading material to his spoken language and have tried to do this by-

having him read the way he would speak. Others have tried to accomplish

this same goal also through the use of experience charts. The latter approach

sacrifices the vocabulary control of basal readers and the phonemic control

of linguistic approaches. Worse, either the teacher "cheats" a little to
get simple basic sentences, or she misleads the child into believing his

spoken pattern is the pattern he will meet on the printed page. Furthermore,

she leaves him with no purpose for reading, since he already knows what he

has said; reading for him becomes rememberiTg what the words are.

I have limited my remarks to the early stages of reading because that

is where the linguists have begun. There are possibilities, of course, in

linguistic analyses of style at higher levels. An interesting sidelight is

the effort of pormuth (29) and Rudd.ell (30) on measures of readability.

Readability foriulae are mechanical devices which have left much to be

desired, whether we used Spache, Dale-Chan, Flesch., or one of the lesser

known types. Anytime one can classify Peter Pan, Little Men, and Les

Miserables in the sane 4.0 grade placement with Little Toot and Story About

Pino something is wrong! Since it is desirable that the cleans for estimating

readability be objective, who better than the linguist can contribute to its

improvement.

Any attempt to suirma.rize these remarks only points up a previous state-

pint: there can be no either-^-- all linguists nor all

reading teachers can be identified with a few consistent statements. I would

. 16 .



expect linguis'k;s to make their greatest contribution in the study of English

language Their contribution in reading will more likely be in helping

teachers of reading to understand the structure of the language and how it

functions, so that reading can be taught more effectively.- The linguist's

insistence upon acknowledging structural meaning as opposed to semantic

meaning is at once his greatest contribution and his greatest handicap in the

teaching of reading: it is his greatest contribution because this point has

been all but ignored by teachers who thought they recognized nouns because

they named persons, places, or things; it is his greatest handicap because

the beginning reader must realize from the start that reading is an act of

comunication, not a making of noises.

As we consider the job to be doneend the need to improve our methods

of doing itwe must recognize the fact that these skills just discussed do

not represent a complete picture of the eleraenta,-7 child's needs in reading:

To paraphrase a best seller, what does it profit a child if he gain all

skills but suffer the loss of the spirit. Children must also gain the

attitude and understanding that reading can be funit can be exciting and

it can be informative. The best teacher of reading is wasting her time

developing reading skills if she is not, at the same time, developing an

abiding interest in reading. She does the latter, not through drills in

skills, but through varied opportunities to share, to discuss, and to react

to the many good children's books that must 511i-round the boys and girls in

her classroom. The linguist will undoubtedly continue to contribute more to

our understanding of the language, but it will probably remain for the teacher

of reading to see that children develop initial skill in such a way that they

-".-terest is reading as a life-V:0.P
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